
Transforming the 
Digital Landscape for Banking

The rise of digital technologies has a profound impact on banks and how they operate. And 
banking customer expectations have dramatically changed. To thrive in this new reality, 
banks must focus on their customers' journey in a digital world. Open API banking,               
combined with a microservices-based architecture is the new banking paradigm, giving 
institutions the capabilities to accelerate time-to-market in the real world.

Setting the stage for future growth
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As the industry evolves, you need a partner with a robust understanding of domain        
knowledge and processes within banking and financial services. We can help you     
harness the significant advantages of today’s technologies and methodologies for 
unmatched client experiences across multiple service lines.

FIVE "LEVERS" OF OUR SERVICE

Business & 
Technology CoE

Stability

We help your financial              
institution build skills and     

scale through our purpose-built 
business and technology 

Centers of Excellence.

Digital
We’ll help you embrace a 
“digital first” world with 

mobility, analytics, and user 
experience solutions that 

enhance the omni-channel 
journey for customers, and 
meet internal stakeholder 

needs too.

Speed & Agility
Agile IT development 
methodology, DevOps 
adoption, and cloud 

adoption can help you 
gain an edge on your 

competition.

Architecture
Our architecture services 

are focused on “ever 
greening” and          

“de-coupling” of the IT 
ecosystem for maximum 

flexibility, while still 
adopting adequate      

governance and controls.

Our Application Management 
Services (AMS) and Quality 

Assurance Services (QA) are 
designed to protect and 
strengthen core financial 

services systems.



Digital branch       
transformation for 

UAE’s oldest, largest 
and most innovative 

bank

Core transformation that 
included end-to-end    
business and quality 
assurance across 27 

business applications

DevOps implementation with 
rigorous QA for one of the 

world’s largest independent         
alternative asset management 
firms, dramatically decreasing 

the time to market for their        
strategic customers

Core banking upgrade 
that included end-to-end 

business and quality 
assurance for a large 
Indian bank with over 

1,000 branches

Critical EMIR regulatory 
reporting capabilities 

successfully                   
implemented for a large 

asset management 
company

Real-time transaction           
reporting platform                

developed for an asset     
management company for 
accurate trade transaction 

reporting capabilities

Flawless execution of a critical 
Calypso upgrade for a financial 
leader using a proven upgrade 
methodology, with an intense 
focus on regression testing

Automated regression 
testing solution built for 
the trading platforms of 

a US-based asset      
management company

Banking

Capital 
Markets

Our
Success
Stories



Our fusion of process excellence and IT solutions can help you transform your 
digital landscape for improved processes, increased operational and business 

efficiencies, and lower TCO.

Mobility / channels

Bank / Community Banks Leading / Payments and Cards processing

Technology Domain

Analytics 
Data Management

Digital 
Banking

Clients

Oracle FLEXCUBE, Finanacle, 
Cashtech, Vision+, FICO Debt           
Manager, FICO Falcon, Actimize, 
Fenergo, Calypso, TSYS

Package Software

CASA, Deposits, Loans,              
Mortgages, Channels, Cards & 

Payments, Bill Pay etc.

Retail Banking

Credit, Market, Operations risk, Basel, 
DFA CCAR, GDPR etc

Risk

LC, Bills, Guarantees, FX

Trade Finance

Fixed Income, Commodities,               
Currencies, Derivatives

FICC

Treasury Services, Cash & Liquidity 
Management, Accounts Payables and 

Receivables, Loans, Deposits, Fund 
Transfer etc.

Commercial Banking

FpML, SWIFT, GoML, RTGS, 
Webmethods, Websphere, TIBCO

Messaging & Integrations

Quality Center, QTP, Load Runner, 
Marathon, Rational Robot, 
Selenium

Testing Products

Java, C++, C#, J2EE,.NET, Spring, 
Hibernate, Oracle, Sybase, SQL Server

Technology

Data Migration, Automated Testing 
Framework, Reporting Tool, App 
Integration, Reconciliation

Quinnox Tools

FO

MO

BO



CASA, Deposits, Loans,              
Mortgages, Channels, Cards & 

Payments, Bill Pay etc.

Fixed Income, Commodities,               
Currencies, Derivatives

Accelerate
Digital Transformation

with        
Banking and financial firms use APIs to augment their internal 
data with external data from other third-party applications on 

their platform. The result is enhanced customer value. Quinnox 
offers expert application integration and development services 

that link proprietary or third-party applications, as well as     
websites, via standard or custom APIs. 

Our API teams combine complex technologies with proven processes that

Eliminate potential overlaps 
within your organization

Alleviate redundancies 
and inefficiencies

Identify and fill 
capability gaps

Quinnox API Management Services

Quinnox API Offerings

We offer a full spectrum of API platform and integration services, often leveraging
proprietary tools and accelerators that can help you go to market faster and reduce costs.        
Our testing framework also ensures your API is deployed trouble-free with optimum                 
performance.

Performance Engineering 
Framework for Legacy 
components exposed    

as API

DevOps for API API Testing Framework
Decision Tree for API 

Model, Product Selection

Product Agnostic 
Services

Full Lifecycle experience 
in API

APIs



Advantage
Agility and scalability… multiplied
Microservices
The 

Looking for a way to deliver value at regular intervals without waiting for a           
massive technology transformation? Microservices is the answer. Open API     
banking combined with a microservices-based architecture is the new          
banking paradigm, giving institutions the capabilities to accelerate 
time-to-market in the real world.

Quinnox has a pedigree of software implementations, upgrades, migrations, 
and integrations of multiple technology stacks across several generations of 
software. With over 15 years of deep integration experience for Fortune 100 
companies in major industries, we’ve leveraged microservices to help our      
customers achieve their business and customer services objectives.

Empowered legacy           
modernization by using 

microservices capabilities    
to migrate the unctionality   

in iterations

Maximized the elastic capability 
of microservices, ensuring 

development can scale up or 
down, independent of other 

services within the applicaion

Provided resiliency by 
eliminating dependency of 
other services in the same 

application

Built modular applications 
where features can be         

enabled or disabled           
based on subscription        

and configuration

Built a composite            
application from different 

microservices in an          
iterative fashion

+1 312 219 6500 +44 (0) 20 7153 1800
+91 80 4651 9300

Mumbai Bangalore
Chicago, IL UNITED KINGDOM INDIA

+91 22 4504 7600

Quinnox is your agile, business-results-driven digital technology partner. With the power of human and applied intelligence, we 
simplify business processes, improve customer experiences, and create exceptional business value for forward-thinking 
enterprises. With the combination of cognitive solutions, conversational platforms, SaaS solutions, human and applied 
intelligence, we capitalize on new technologies to accelerate growth, innovation, efficiency, and resilience. Our data-driven 
digital solutions unlock the hidden potential of your business across your digital value chain, helping to accelerate success, 
today and tomorrow.

About Quinnox

6 Reasons to Choose Quinnox

Long-term 
customer focus

Intuitive 
solutions

Agile 
processes

Ahead-of-the
curve innovation

Proprietary tools 
and frameworks

Domain and        
technology expertise

Visit us at www.quinnox.com |       marketing@quinnox.com
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Capital Markets
Leveraging Technology Advances
Embracing the pace of change

The survival of the capital markets industry demands radical change in 
business practices and procedures, with disruptive technologies leading the 
way. To achieve this transformation, individual firms will need to harness 
innovation, and focus on today’s customers who demand a rich ecosystem 
of value-added services. By doing so, firms will not just survive the new      
digital age, but thrive.



Capital 
Markets

We offer the full array of services to meet the needs of today’s leading capital markets firms. From 
front- to middle- to back-office operations, you can rely on our experts to help you automate and 

improve cost-effectiveness in all processes, while boosting efficiency and productivity.

Credit
Fixed Income / Interest Rates

Broker / Dealers
Hedge Funds /  Asset Managers

Fund Administrators
Prime Brokers / Custodians

Technology Domain

Equities 
Foreign Exchange  

Digital 
Banking

Clients

Calypso, Wall Street Systems FX, 
SAP GL, Fenergo, Oracle, Imagine

Package Software

Market Data attributes, Origination, Sourcing, 
Cleansing and Publishing

Curves/Surfaces construction, Usages for 
pricing, Sensitivities and Other risk calculation

Market Data & Curves

Market risk, Stress testing, Scenario analysis, 
CVA, P&L Calculations, P&L Attribution

Risk

Upstream & Downstream feeds from trade, 
Risk & Back office systems

Corporate actions, Payments/Settlements

Trade Processing, Feeds

Financial Accounting, Hedge Accounting
Tax calculations, Fund administration

Accounting

Trade capture, Position management, 
Trade events, Pricing & Analysis

Sales & trading process and parties 
involved

Trading

FpML, Swift, GoML, RTGS       
Webmethods, Websphere, TIBCO

Messaging & Integrations

Quality Center, QTP, Load Runner, 
Marathon, Rational Robot

Testing Products

Java, C++, C#, J2EE, .NET, Spring, 
Hibernate, Oracle, Sybase, SQL Server

Technology

Data Migration, Automated Testing 
Framework, Reporting Tool, App 
Integration, Reconciliation

Quinnox Tools
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